Scherrer Construction Earns Industry Safety Honor

Burlington, WI based, Scherrer Construction has recently earned the one of Associated General Contractors (AGC) of Wisconsin's highest safety honors as a “Safety ACE Partner”. Scherrer Construction is just one of four general contractors recognized for this honor in the entire state.

The AGC of Wisconsin’s Safety ACE Partnership is designed the recognize AGC members’ commitment to their safety management program. The Safety ACE Partner designation is earned by meeting OSHA construction safety standards, as well as an audit of the firm’s safety management program and physical worksite/s.

“Scherrer Construction’s primary goal is the safety of our employees, customers, visitors, and the public with whom we share our community and roads.” Said Scherrer Construction Safety Directory, Greg Havel. “Our efforts to achieve this goal begin with our company policy and safety plans, and continue with training and supervising our craftsmen to ensure safe work habits and working environment. The AGC Safety ACE program helps us remain focused on our goal and the best means to achieve it.”

AGC of Wisconsin Director of Safety, Brent Miller commented “Scherrer Construction’s commitment to their safety management program is something we hope all AGC members strive toward.”

For more information contact Brent Miller, AGC Director of Safety, at brentm@agcwi.org or (608) 221-3821.

About the AGC of Wisconsin
AGC of Wisconsin is one of 64 chapters of the AGC of America, the strongest, oldest and most widely respected construction association in the country. The chapter provides its' 250+ members and affiliated firms with a comprehensive array of Educational, Safety, Legal, Environmental, Legislative, Public Relations, Labor Relations, Industry Relations and Bidding Information services and is the recognized leader of the construction industry in the State of Wisconsin.

For more information about AGC of Wisconsin, visit www.agcwi.org.
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